
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of senior
product manager. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for senior product manager

Manage entire product portfolio and life cycle from inception through
commercialization to maturity and own key performance metrics including
sales, units, margin, attachment rate and core growth
Define and execute a compelling branded goods and services vision and
roadmap for the short, medium and long term
Identify critical trends and accessory leadership opportunities in a
competitive landscape
Forecast P&L, product line sales, and unit volume
Plan and conduct sales meetings and training with Sales Reps and agencies
for each new season and release
Travel to shows and corporate meetings to make key account presentations
with Sales reps and other Company representatives
Identifying market opportunities and driving the worldwide product strategy,
roadmap, and features for Sanction and PEP Screening
Gain a deep understanding of the cross-platform customer experience
associated with e-commerce and identify and fill product gaps and generate
new ideas that grow market share, improve customer experience and drive
growth
We believe in the philosophy of product managers as CEOs of their
respective products
Our product managers are leaders
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Experience analyzing workflows and enhancing UI for efficiency and clarity
5-7 years of experience in the field of Product Management
A demonstrated history of delivering complex projects from concept to
production
Ability to deliver against competing and ever changing deadline and
timelines
Excellent project management skills to ensure that quality and timeliness
expectations are met
Expertise in developing business cases/plans, analyzing and creating and
interpreting product performance metrics


